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Key Findings: The diffusion of responsibility occurs commonly in nursing, resulting in nurses who fail to recognize or take responsibility for unethical practices. This narrative 
review helps nurses to be more accountable by bridging a gap in nursing literature. The pioneering examples from Milgram and Zimbardo were discussed and applied 
to nursing settings. The onus is on individual nurses to enhance the ethics of their practice by surveying, pondering, and applying these principles.
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Background 
Diffusion of responsibility: A phenomena that occurs when an 

individual feels disconnected or less responsible for their own 

actions because others share in the responsibility

The diffusion of responsibility occurs commonly in nursing, 

resulting in nurses who fail to recognize or take responsibility 

for unethical practices

This concept it not well described in nursing literature, with 

few citations from the classic social psychology examples of 

responsibility diffusion by Milgram and Zimbardo

Findings
Gap in nursing literature:

• Only 17 nursing sources were identified

Manuscript themes:

• Diffusion of responsibility was categorized into three major 

themes: Obedience to authority, role fulfillment, and 

groupthink

• Nursing and classic publication examples were provided 

and leadership implications were discussed.

Dissemination:

• A manuscript was developed, underwent peer-review, and 

was published in the Journal of Nursing Management.

Methods 
Narrative review process:

1. Broadly searched databases using terms: “Diffusion of 

Responsibility,” “Nursing,” “Management,” “Ethics,” 

“Obedience,” “Authority,” “Groupthink,” “Social 

Conformity,” “Bully,” “Milgram,” and “Zimbardo” 

2. 65 relevant sources identified including 17 from nursing 

publications; narrowed to 32 publications with seven 

from nursing

Conclusions
The aims of this review were fulfilled by developing and 

publishing a narrative review manuscript discussing the diffusion 

of responsibility in the context of nursing.

Nursing practice may lead to situations when accountability for 

personal action is unintentionally ascribed to authority figures, 

workplace roles, and groups. It is therefore essential for nurses to 

take action and escape from the cycle of diffused responsibility. 

Aims 
The aims of this review were to:

1. Help nurses understand, recognize, and mitigate 

occasions of diffused responsibility

2. Bridge a gap in nursing literature by highlighting the 

classic examples of diffused responsibility shared by Dr. 

Stanley Milgram and Dr. Philip Zimbardo
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